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It’s Not Magic, It’s the Future
Scott Murphy, Colorado

if it were something from which they 
had already evolved.  John D’Anieri, 
national facilitator, sees this step as 
key because it allows people to think 
“strategically about any notion of 
what might prevent success (success is 
assumed).”  What generally happens is 
that obstacles, issues, and challenges 
are seen with less abrasion and more 
with a sense of frankness and accep-
tance.  And by explaining it as some-
thing that “was” an issue or “used to 
be” missing, there is not helplessness 
to that reality.
 Finally, there needs to be a way 
to get from here to there or there to 
here in this case.  This component has 
been the most intriguing and the true 
crux of a successful Future Protocol.  
In this step, participants connect the 
“new” present (next semester, next 
year) to the past (today, in real time).  
The idea is for people to explain how 
this change happened, what was put 
in place, and how things were altered.  
Continuing with past tense language, 
participants draw connections between 
where they were and what they’ve 
become.  What develops in this step 
is a working draft for an action plan. 
These connections begin to explain 
what the school or organization must 
do to make its vision a reality.
 In the last couple years, some 
important discoveries have emerged 
from this step.  One, when I facilitate 
it, I now put all thinking on paper. I 
use a large wall space and start with 
the future, dated at the top for a future 
time, but labeled “today” on the far 
right.  On the far left, I put the cur-
rent date and the word “then.”  In 
the middle, I put the question “How 
did we get from ‘there’ to ‘here?’” 
with arrows pointing to the other two 
charts.  The visual component seems 
to stimulate thinking, assist in making 
connections, and serve as a working 
document beyond the time of the 
protocol.
 But when the protocol is over, the 
work is not done.  In reality, it is just 
begun.  The middle section on how the 

hope to accomplish or see change, 
participants don’t talk in future tense.  
They speak in present tense, as if it 
had already happened.  Phrases like, 
“I see,” “we have,” and “they do” 
begin to emerge and the language 
starts to shape a “can do” attitude 
toward this future time.  Participants 
in the past have commented that the 
process itself is invigorating, hopeful, 
and engaging.  It makes what seemed 
distant appear more real.

 Second, a good way to stir the 
mind and body is to create what Peter 
Senge (1990) in a Sloan Management 
Review article calls “creative ten-
sion.”  This positive agitation is sup-
ported by “seeing clearly where we 
want to be, our ‘vision,’ and telling 
the truth about where we are, our ‘cur-
rent reality.’”  The challenge here is to 
avoid the trap of focussing on all that 
is wrong and how insurmountable the 
obstacles are in our path.  Out here in 
Colorado, when skiing the trees, we 
say, “Look at the spaces between the 
trees, not at the trees themselves, and 
that is where you will go.”
 To create the tension but in an 
opportunistic way, participants talk 
about the current time in past tense as 

Confusion and curiosity are 
mainstays of my experience 
in education.  They’ve taken 

over for anything I’d call absolute.  It 
seems hard enough for us to figure out 
exactly what is going on right now 
with things like test scores, student 
motivation, and school culture. How 
in the world are we to predict what is 
going to happen with student scores 
next semester, their motivation next 
year, or the tenor of this school three 
years from now? One tool, how-
ever, in balancing that current 
confusion with hopeful curiosity 
is the Future Protocol, jokingly 
dubbed “Back to the Future” by 
new coaches two summers ago.
 I developed the struc-
ture in 2001 at the request of 
our Superintendent to assist 
Jefferson County cabinet leaders 
in refocusing the district vision 
and fine-tuning the strategic 
plan.  The idea was to give the 
diverse compilation of members 
something to which they might 
all tether their ideas and to help 
them synthesize the relation-
ship they saw between where 
the district was and where they 
wanted it to be.  What was 
discovered in that meeting was 
what we already know.  Folks 
like to be productive with their time 
and appreciate guidance to go deep in 
their dialogue and discussion.  What 
also emerged, however, was this new 
energy on how we might help man-
age discussions and coordinate efforts 
to make the future less about wishful 
thinking and more about conscious 
effort.
 To do this, several components 
seem key.  One, participants must be 
able to really sense the future; I mean 
hear it, smell it, see it, and maybe even 
feel it.  Buy-in cannot be at a tacit, 
distant level, but must be an intimate, 
intellectual, and emotional one.  To 
do this I designed the protocol to 
work with an altered “present.”  When 
speaking about the future, what they 
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8th Annual NSRF Winter Meeting 
Registration Form

       
Name

       
Position

       
School/Org

       
School/Org Address

       
City, State, Zip

       
Home Address

       
City, State, Zip

       
Phone (home and work) 

       
E-mail

To help us form “job alike” Home Groups, please check 
the group that best describes you.
   Teacher Principal Prof. Development
   Higher Ed Small School Conversion/Start up
   Student District Office/Superintendant

How long have you been involved with CFGs or the work 
of NSRF?
   Less than a year 1-3 years
   3-5 years  5 or more years

Billing Information
Method of Payment  
 Check -enclosed     Purchase Order     Bill
        
 if Purchase Order,  PO #

        
 if Bill, Address  

        
 City, State, Zip

         
 Bill to Attention of:

Mail Completed Registration Form to:
NSRF Winter Meeting
PO Box 1787
Bloomington, IN 47408

We are delighted to invite you to Philadelphia 
for our 8th Annual Winter Meeting- our first 
time back in the Northeast since the Spring 

Colloquium in 1998. This year’s meeting is co-hosted by 
NSRF Centers of Activity in Lancaster, Philadelphia and 
New York City.
 As always, we will learn with and from each other.  
Many of us go to the NSRF Winter Meeting to be chal-
lenged and stretched, to be reinvigorated, and to publicly 
recommit to our work.  We look forward to seeing old 
friends and meeting new ones, and leaving with a wealth 
of new ideas and resources.  With others from around the 
country we will be able to:

• Co-construct a definition of equitable leadership & 
learn together about the ways we can build leadership 
capacity for all.

• Use the Success Analysis, Consultancy, and Looking 
At Student Work Protocols to deepen our work.

• Discuss a provocative reading.
• Take part in the World Café with colleagues, parents 

and students.
• Engage in Coaches Clinics that participants will self-

select based on their personal coaching needs.

 We hope you will join us. Our learning will be richer 
because you are there.

The Details
Where
 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
 All Sessions will be held at the Philadelphia Marriott,
 1201 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
When
 January 15-17, 2004
 Begins 8am Thursday, ends 12:30pm Saturday
 Reception Thursday night at the Marriott
 Breakfasts are provided.
Cost
 $350 per person
 $100 for Students 
 (minors must be accompanied by an adult)
Lodging
 Philadelphia Marriott, 1201 Market Street,
 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19107
 215.625.2900
 Rate- $132 single/double
Registration Deadline
 Please register by December 6, 2003

Online registration is also available at 
www.nsrfharmony.org/wintermeeting.html

8th Annual NSRF Winter Meeting
January 15-17, 2004, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Understanding “Our Work” 
Chris Jones, Indiana

Part of the vocabulary that gets thrown around the 
national center, at the office or at national meet-
ings is the term “Our Work.” I 

have been confused by this term for a 
while. I know what my work is: build-
ing websites, answering phones and 
e-mail, helping to put together institute 
materials, but what is “Our Work?” I 
finally got to see “Our Work” recently. 
 I have been working at the NSRF 
National Center in Bloomington, 
Indiana, for over a year. It is never easy 
to integrate new people into an existing institution and 
there is not exactly a manual for working at NSRF. I was 
told a few things, had some questions answered, and was 
integrated into our NSRF staff CFG. 
       This arrangement worked well, but eventually the 
time came for my initiation: attending a coaches’ institute. 
I never like to ask anyone to do things that I am not will-
ing to do, so when a chance arose to go to a new coaches’ 
institute in Indianapolis as part of the first Leadership 

Institute, I knew I needed to go. 
I had spent the last year making 
a website to try to encourage 
educators to become coaches and 
start CFGs, so I owed it to myself 
and the people I want to help to 
gain a better understanding of 
“Our Work.”
       I saw educators with real 
concerns take the time - a full 
week - to try something new. 

Many of them have been to several seminars, but what 
could make this one different? How could this one matter 
in a sea of seminars focused on improving schools? But it 
did. Over the week, you could see the change in everyone. 
I could see it in myself. 
 The “a-ha” factor is so high, it feels like it is some-
thing you always knew but forgot. At the same time it is 
one of the most difficult things I have done in my life. 
Distrust and competition are a part of my (and I suspect 
many others’) culture. It is a hard thing to rewire your 
work to be more open and collaborative.
 I am not sure if there is a standardized model of a 
New Coaches Institute, given the individual needs of dif-
ferent groups and talents of each facilitator, but this insti-
tute was pretty unique. It was designed to integrate teach-
ers, community groups, students and parents at various 
points who were doing their own leadership development 

 

Challenging Assumptions
Camellia Cosgray, Indiana

When I was 6 years old, 
I began first grade 
at Harmony School. 

Harmony is a unique place. With 
180 students from age 3 through 
age 18, all in the same building, 
there is a familial atmosphere, and 
collaboration is the rule rather than 
the exception. Though there have been many changes since 
that fateful first day of school 20 years ago, Harmony is 
still my second home and my extended family. 
 Last December, I completed the Art Education pro-
gram at Indiana University (Bloomington), and I now hold 
an Indiana Teaching License. Though I am not teaching 
in the traditional sense, I am working with adolescents at 
Rhino’s, the local all-ages club and youth center, which 
is also affiliated with Harmony School. I have also been 
working for the National School Reform Faculty (housed 
at the Harmony School Education Center) for about two 
and a half years, putting together binders for trainings, 
designing brochures, editing protocols, and generally trying 
to support coaches and facilitators in any way that I can. 
During this time I went from having no idea what protocols 
and even the organization itself were all about to feeling 
very comfortable with NSRF materials and having a good 

understanding of NSRF’s mission 
and purpose. I knew what CFGs were 
all about. I understood the purpose 
of protocols and how to use them. 
I knew why we read the articles we 
read. Then I went to a CFG coaches 
institute in Indianapolis. 
 What I found was that I actu-
ally knew and understood very little. 

I’d read all the protocols countless times, I knew at least 
the titles of most of the articles (and the content of many), 
I’d even put together the binder we were using for this 
particular institute; all that “preparation,” all that prior 
knowledge, didn’t prepare me for the power of protocols 
and the importance of CFG work. What I found was that 
I had assumptions about what I knew, the work that I did, 
the work of coaches all over the country, and about myself. 
Although many of these assumptions were of a positive 
nature, they were still assumptions.
 I used to believe that CFGs were easy, that they just 
“happened.” It seemed so obvious to me: CFGs are an 
amazing tool, therefore most educators will buy in easily 
and quickly, and trust will follow. Since I had grown up in 
a place where collaboration was the norm, I assumed that 

(continued on page 18) (continued on page 18)

“Our Work” 
is as hard as 
changing the 
world, and 

as simple as 
asking other 
people what 
they think.
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It’s Not Magic ...
(continued from page 2)

changes took place is usually devoid 
of dates, persons responsible, priority, 
and feasibility.  It usually requires more 
inspection and then some follow-up 
to begin acting upon the information.  
Some have commented that the proto-
col leaves the group with much more to 
do.  I absolutely, rather, 
certainly agree.
 What has been wonderfully excit-
ing has been the variety of ways for 
which the Future Protocol has been 
used and the discoveries its use has 
created.  The following are some of 
the ways folks around the country have 
used the structure.
• To set agendas for a semester’s worth  
 of meetings with a teacher work  
 group
• To guide a school’s mission and  

 vision work
• To help look into structures for   
 moving into smaller learning com- 
 munities
• To set a course for staff 
 development for a year
• To revisit guiding documents that  
 had lost their fire
• To problem solve communication  
 issues with a parent/teacher group
•  To plan with a student council group 

for the year’s direction
• To clarify a staff’s core values and  
 beliefs about teaching
• To help a national organization gain  
 clarity on how it might continue to  
 move forward
 Some folks have commented that 
doing the protocol with their staff was 
a culture builder.  It allowed for dis-

coveries about their colleagues’ beliefs 
and values, hopes and frustrations.  It 
allowed them to better understand the 
tenor of their staff.  It was team build-
ing while still doing the “real work.”  
Yes, there may be different individual 
realities that emerge from the protocol, 
but most often there is a collective core 
and central theme upon which the group 
can reflect and from which it might ulti-
mately grow.  And in growing, it must 
continue to move through the chal-
lenges and obstacles, seeing not only 
the trees, but the spaces through which 
it can flow.

The Futures Protocol is reprinted in 
part below. You can get a full version 
by calling NSRF at 812.330.2702 or 

visiting www.nsrfharmony.org.
Scott Murphy can be contacted via e-

mail at smurphy@jeffco.k12.co.us

1. Present what you are trying to accomplish: 
 Presenter: shares what he/she is trying to do and how it 
might look when it is all done.
 Group: presents with each other what it would like to 
accomplish and how it would look when done. (5 minutes)
2. Clarifying Questions:
 If presented by a single person and not a whole group, 
the rest of the group asks clarifying questions.  If a group 
presents together, no clarifying questions. (5 or 10 minutes)
3. Probing Questions:
 If a single presenter, the group asks probing questions 
to further the presenter’s thinking.  The presenter may 
choose to answer, think aloud or quietly consider it.
 If a group presents, they raise probing questions to the 
whole group with perhaps no real expectation of answering 
them in this step. Again, the idea is to extend the thinking 
about what they want to accomplish. (10 minutes)
-- Presenter steps out --
4. Project into the future (whatever timeline seems appro-
priate) and thoroughly describe what it looks like, sounds 
like and feels like having accomplished this endeavor.  

• Must talk in present tense.
• Describe what is in this best case-scenario.  Do not 

yet describe how.
• Focus on the sights, sounds, behaviors and feelings 

surrounding this accomplishment.
Examples:

• 5 years later in a school’s reform efforts
• The end of a team’s project with students

• Results from a group of new teachers that focused on 
classroom management for one year

* It is really helpful to chart steps 4, 5, and 6 so that every-
one can see what is being said.  (10-15 minutes)
5. Look “back” from your projected present and describe 
how it looked when it started.

• Must talk in past tense
• Think about issues, culture, conversations, teacher’s 

work, student achievement, etc.
• Try to remain as tangible as possible

* Continue to chart this conversation.  It is helpful to put 
dates at the top of the chart to identify the time period to 
which the group is referring. (5-10 minutes)
6. Continue looking back from the “projected present” and 
discuss how you addressed the starting place and how you 
moved from that to the projected present. 

• Must talk in past tense.
• Directly relate the previous description of how it looked 
when it started. 

• Consider discussing how, when, with what resources 
and by whom. (5-10 minutes)

-- Presenter returns to conversation --
7. Return to “projected present” and discuss if it can get 
any better than it is or is this as good as it could possibly 
be?  Again, think about how it will look, sound and feel if it 
can get even better. (5 minutes)
8. Presenter shares with group thoughts about the future 
and info s/he has gathered. (5 min)
9. Debrief the process (10 minutes)

The Futures Protocol

What We Did Over Summer Vacation
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